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Abstract
The photovoltaic module position related to the Sun greatly affects its power production due to the latter being dependent on
the irradiation incidence. One-axis trackers are used to physically move the modules so they follow the Sun’s daily trajectory
and hence increase energy harvesting. This paper investigates how relevant the actuating angular step of a one-axis tracker is
concerning the daily and annual energy photovoltaic energy production. An east–west rotational axis with a fixed tilt angle is
experimentally analyzed with four different steps: 2°, 5°, 10°, and 30° angular movements. Results are obtained over 1 year
and compared to the energy production of a fixed mount photovoltaic module. Only a maximum difference of 1.68% is
observed between the tracking strategies. The sky’s condition is also considered, where clear or mostly clear days (60.9% of
the analyzed period) contributed to 78.8% of energy production.

Keywords Photovoltaic energy · Solar tracker · Tracking step · Renewable energy

1 Introduction

Electricity is one of the main energy sources in all indus-
try and technology sectors and is also gaining significance
in the transportation sector. Thus, the demand for electric
energy is naturally increasing (IEA, 2021a), especially when
considering the commercial and industrial halts caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Sustainable growth, however, is one of
society’s current major concerns, and this has led to research
on alternative and renewable energy. In 2020, the share of
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renewable energy in global electricity generation reached
almost 29%, representing a record increase of 7.1% (IEA,
2021b). Among these, photovoltaic (PV) installed power has
been constantly increasing in the twenty-first century and
had a 24% generation increase in 2021, second only to wind
power generation (IEA, 2022).

One of PV’s main advantages is the direct conversion of
solar radiation into electricity, due to the release of free elec-
trons in a doped semiconductor exposed to sunlight. Thus,
there are many research and development activities that seek
to further increase their conversion efficiency through mate-
rials science, with the main advances being listed in NREL
(2022), since 1976. In addition to studies on PV technology
itself, many researches focus on inverter devices in order
to increase their efficiency and performance, such as maxi-
mum power point tracking techniques (De Brito et al., 2019;
Njomo et al., 2021).

In addition to the branches of studies mentioned to
increase the performance of PVmodules, there are researches
and applications that combine them with other technolo-
gies/devices, such as solar concentrators (Placha, 2017; Rana
et al., 2018; Gonzatti et al., 2017) and solar tracking in one
and/or two axes (Jamroen et al., 2021; Jensen et al., 2022;Wu
et al., 2022). How the generated electric current of a PV cell
is directly dependent on the solar irradiation (Kumar et al.,
2020), the maximum power generation is achieved when the
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PV cell is placed orthogonally to the Sun, ensuring the maxi-
mum incidence of direct sunlight over the cell’s surface.Most
PV systems, however, are installed using static mounting on
the ground or rooftops (Chandel & Chandel, 2021), decreas-
ing the energy harvesting in reason of the constantly changing
angle between the PVmodule and the Sun. A simplified ratio
of the electricity not harvested by a PV module concerning
its angular deviation from the Sun can be expressed by

loss � 1 − cos(θ) (1)

where θ is the angle between the PV module normal vec-
tor and the Sun’s position vector relative to the module, in
degrees (Katrandzhiev & Karnobatev, 2019).

Sun tracking is one of the techniques used to reduce this
loss, where a moving structure is controlled to follow the
Sun’s position according to the Earth’s rotation and/or trans-
lationmovements. One-axis trackers are usually employed to
rotation movement and may increase the PV module energy
harvesting from 10 to 20% when compared to static ones,
while two-axis trackers follow both rotation and translation
and usually provide 20–35% energy gain (IEA, 2019). The
actual tracker performance and efficacy are dependent on fac-
tors such as the tracking step, control accuracy, and others.

The solar tracking step is the angular amplitude that the PV
structure is moved each time its orthogonal position related
to the Sun is corrected. Therefore, the θ error allowed is
directly dependent on the step amplitude since it determines
how often the tracker must reposition. The step amplitude is
a design choice and, generally, lower values result in higher
energy harvesting since it reduces the PV module deviation
from the Sun, but it also leads tomore complex and expensive
tracking devices. In addition, the power needed to move the
tracker should also be considered and may vary according to
the actuators and controllers used (Batayneh et al., 2019).

Pursuing an orthogonal position between the PV module
and the Sun ensures higher electricity generation by increas-
ing the direct solar irradiation. However, the discussion on
the cost–benefit vs. orthogonal deviation is still open: if the
angular step is too small, the tracker consumes more power
since it needs to readjust more often, also resulting in more
mechanical stress and fatigue. Conversely, large step values
result in greater angular errors and fewer daily adjustments
with the compromise of lower energy harvesting. Thus, this
paper experimentally evaluates different strategies for one-
axis trackers (east–west) as a function of their actuating
angular step over a complete year to fill this gap.

This paper is organized as follows: a revision of PV track-
ing methods and their actuating step is presented, followed
by a description of the PV power plant used for experimental
verification. Then, the method is presented along with the

Fig. 1 East–west tracking and north–south tracking (Miotto et al., 2021)

Fig. 2 Discreet sun tracking adapted from Miotto et al. (2021)

implemented tracking strategy and the analyzed step ampli-
tudes. Finally, experimental results are presented and the
paper’s conclusions are given.

2 Solar Tracker Step

Only a continuous two-axis tracking method could ensure
that the panels of a PV power plant are always perpendic-
ular to the Sun throughout the year; however, this would
require the uninterruptable moving of the mounting struc-
ture and with complete accuracy. The net gain of energy
from this approach is questionable in face of both techni-
cal and financial requirements to achieve an ideal tracking.
Thus, both east–west one-axis tracking (RA, rotation axis)
and north–south one-axis tracking (TA, tilt axis), as shown
in Fig. 1, commonly use discrete actuating steps, as shown in
Fig. 2. So, the designer must choose the maximum orthog-
onal deviation between the PV module and the Sun. This
choice results in the actuating angular step of the tracking
mechanism. There are three common methods for defining
the tracking step (Smirnov et al., 2019), being:
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Table 1 Power balance for
different tracking steps Source:
Adapted from Alexandru (2013)

Number of steps Generation [Wh/day] Consumption [Wh/day] ε [%]1 εT [%]2

Continuous 5,179.33 24.350 39.62 –

12 5,161.40 28.680 39.02 1.52

10 5,159.17 25.588 38.99 1.60

8 5,155.06 26.874 38.89 1.83

6 5,146.18 26.214 38.67 2.40

4 5,120.75 25.158 38.01 4.06

2 5,012.90 26.360 35.11 11.38

Fixed 3,692.18 – – –

1ε—increase in PV generation with discrete tracking relative to fixed PV panels
2εT—reduction in energy gain (ε) of PV with discrete tracking relative to continuous tracking (39.62%)

• Three steps: with three daily actuation, this technique
employs a low number of adjustments and allows a higher
orthogonal deviation;

• Discrete continuum: greatly increases the number of
adjustments and is considered a quasi-continuum tracker.
The angular step is usually from 1 to 3°;

• Average steps: this strategy seeks an intermediate solution
by reducing the number of actuation but still providing a
satisfactory performance when compared to the discrete
continuum.

However, there is not a clear analysis in the literature on the
compromises of defining the angular step and how it affects
experimental performance. A one-axis (east–west) tracker is
theoretically evaluated in Ma et al. (2011) using only three
daily movements and a fixed tilt (north–south) equal to the
local latitude. The authors report that this approach results
in 8% lower energy harvesting when compared to a two-axis
tracker. If seasonal tilt adjustments aremade, it results in only
5% less power production than the two-axes tracker. Using
a similar setup, but with experimental results only during
the summer, authors in (Batayneh et al., 2019) find that the
energy harvesting is 9–6% lower when this strategy (three
daily) is compared to three hourly corrections. In the theo-
retical study for clear sky days of Alvarado-M et al. (2020), it
was found that using two versus five daily movements there
is a difference of 8.5%.

Sun trajectory trackingwith a one-axis systemwith a 120°
aperture (± 60°) is simulated for the solstice day in Alexan-
dru (2013), and only a 0.4%energy reduction compared to the
two-axes method is found. The author also presents results
for a virtual PV plant operating with 2 (60°)–12 (10°) steps,
summarized inTable 1.The results given inAlexandru (2013)
indicate that there is not a significant energy loss if the num-
ber of steps is slightly decreased; however, the author only
analyzed a single day and in clear sky conditions.

Fig. 3 Experimental photovoltaic plant

3 TrackingMethod and Evaluation

An experimental PV plant (EPVP) is designed and developed
to evaluate different tracking strategies and their efficacy in
energy harvesting. The EPVP location is shown in Fig. 3 and
is located at −29.724041° latitude and −53.710812° lon-
gitude. It is composed of 48 polycrystalline PV modules
connected to the mains through individual microinverters
giving an installed capacity of 12.24 kWp. These modules
are divided into 4 movable structures where each of them
is independently controlled with the possibility to perform
solar tracking or stay in a static position. More details about
the EPVP may be found in Miotto et al. (2021).

3.1 Actuation and Control

The RA tracking movement has a 108° (± 54°) excursion
controlled through a three-phase induction gear motor. The
system gives a total torque of 2.520 Nm with a 36.753:1
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Fig. 4 Strategy for the actuating of the RA (Miotto et al., 2021)

Fig. 5 Solar tracking methodology with 4° step

reduction. Thus, 102 complete revolutions of the motor are
needed to change the PV modules’ orientation in 1°. An
inverter frequency with ramp acceleration is used to con-
trol each motor as depicted in Fig. 4. The induction motor
rotating velocity and actuating period are altered according
to the angular correction needed in each adjustment, either
starting, stopping, or in continuous operation. This control
strategy ensures not only a higher angular position accuracy
but also reduces the motor inrush current and provides softer
inertial movement.

The ‘date and time’ methodology given in NOAA (2010)
is used to determine the Sun’s position while the tracking
structure’s actual position is obtained through an accelerom-
eter. The position controller gives a new angular reference
when the PV module deviation is greater than half of the
tracking step. Also, the new reference is set to lead the Sun’s
current position, as shown in Fig. 5, and the controller main-
tains this position within a ± 1° hysteresis from it.

3.2 Error Analysis

To verify the RA actuation, an accelerometer is installed in
the PV modules. An average error of 0.13 between the refer-
ence values and the accelerometermeasurements is observed.
This already includes the errors due to the mechanical, elec-
trical, and control system. The accelerometer accuracy error

Fig. 6 Error distribution of RA actuation

Fig. 7 Error distribution of voltage and current measurements

is disregarded. The error distribution of gear motor position-
ing during a long-period test is shown in Fig. 6.

The electrical instrumentation system is based on the
INA 260 (TI, 2016) sensor, which has a maximum error
of 0.15%. The voltage and current readings performed by
the system were compared with the readings of a Fluke
189 (Fluke, 2002) multimeter, which has maximum errors
of 0.04% and 0.52%, respectively. Average errors of 0.06%
and 0.19% were observed for current and voltage measure-
ments, respectively. Error distribution is illustrated in Fig. 7.

3.3 Tracking Strategies

Four different tracking steps are evaluated using all the avail-
able mounting structures of Fig. 3 exposed to the same
ambient conditions and with a 30° tilt angle. Experimen-
tal measurements are done weekly from August 2019 to July
2020. More details on the tracking strategies evaluated are
given in Table 2.

To properly evaluate the impact of different tracking steps
in electricity generation, only data from clear sky days are
used. This is done because the solar irradiation is mainly
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Table 2 Discretization of tracker
steps Step Discrepancy for actuation Average number of daily actuations Hysteresis TA

2° 1° 55 ± 1° 30°

5° 2.5° 22 ± 1° 30°

10° 5° 11 ± 1° 30°

30° 15° 5 ± 1° 30°

isotropic and diffuse on cloudy days, resulting in little to
no advantage of using any position tracking mechanism. To
do so, ambient conditions of all collected data are classified
according to the following:

• Clear sky: when no clouds are reported neither in themorn-
ing nor the afternoon;

• Mostly clear: when the sky is partially cloudy in one half
of the day and clear in the other;

• Cloudy: when half of the day is cloudy or with light rain
and the other is partially cloudy;

• Rainy: when cloud density is high and/or rain is reported
the whole day.

4 Results and Discussion

Even though some of the strategies perform a considerably
greater number of adjustments than others, the energetic
consumption among them is similar and a nonsignificant dif-
ference is observed. This is due to the accelerating ramp
strategy with soft start used to drive the three-phase gear
motor, besides the fact that all mounting structures move
the same angular distance daily. Thus, a 17.5 Wh/day
(0.16 Wh/degree) energy consumption is measured for all
four mounting structures analyzed.

As expected, an energetic average increase of 22.31% is
observed when using a one-axis RA tracker when compared
to fixed PVmodules. But to properly evaluate how the actuat-
ing steps affect the energy harvesting, eachmethod described
in Table 2 is tested and measured for a long period. Figure 8
illustrates the angular movement of all four analyzed track-
ing steps, for a short period, compared to the Sun’s angular
movement. Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the angular movement for
a whole day to highlight the difference in how many adjust-
ments are needed when using the 2° and 30° tracking steps.

Similar values of instantaneous power are generated by
the PV modules in all four tracking strategies, as shown in
Fig. 10,where themaximumandminimumenergyharvesting
measured is 1.529 and 1.498 kWh/day, respectively. Also, in
Fig. 10, it is possible to analyze the abrupt power restoration
caused by the 30° tracking step strategy, since it moves less
frequently but with a greater angular step in each adjustment.

Fig. 8 Solar tracking with different steps, October 09, 2019

Fig. 9 Detailing of the solar tracking with the smallest and biggest step
of actuation, October 09, 2019

Fig. 10 PV module electrical power with different solar tracking steps
on a clear sky day, October 09, 2019
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Fig. 11 Electrical quantities of PVMs with smallest and largest solar
tracking step on a clear sky day, October 09, 2019

Fig. 12 Electrical power of PVMs with different solar tracking steps on
a cloudy day, October 16, 2019

This is better observed in Fig. 11, where the PV modules’
voltage and current are shown for the 2° and 30° tracking
steps. Since the latter strategy allows a greater orthogonal
deviation from theSun, the generated electric current changes
abruptly when the mounting structure is moved and the solar
irradiance increases.

It is also highlighted that partial shading is observed in
some PV modules in the early morning and late afternoon
but not in others. So, the data in these time frames were
discarded to perform a fair energetic comparison among all
modules in all mounting structures.

Sun tracking efficacy is compromised on cloudy days and
usually does not yield a significant energy increase since
most solar irradiance is diffuse and isotopically distributed.
Figure 10 shows the power generation for a cloudy daywhere
the maximum and minimum measured energy harvesting is
287 and 271 Wh/day, respectively. It is observed that the PV
modules’ repositioning does not significantly alter the power
generation and this results in all mounting structures falsely
appearing to have the same tracking strategy in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13 Amount of electricity power generation over a year for different
tracking steps

Table 3 Performance of action steps of PVEP and Alexandru (2013)

Step PVEP Table 1 (Alexandru, 2013)

5° 99.27% –

10° 98.88% 98.40%

30° 98.32% 95.94%

The electric energy harvested by each tracking strategy for
the whole measured period is given in Fig. 13, where only
clear sky and mostly clear days are computed and cloudy
and rainy data are discarded. In total, data from 28 days in
a whole year are used. The 2° tracking step strategy resulted
in the higher produced energy (40.27 kWh) since it has the
most daily adjustments and is less frequently deviated from
the Sun. With the increase in the actuating step and, conse-
quently, the increase in time with orthogonal deviation from
the Sun, the annual energy harvesting decreases.

A 1.68% energy difference is observed between the track-
ing strategies with the higher and lower number of daily
adjustments. These results show that a quasi-continuum
tracker is arguably not justifiable considering the need for
more accurate and complex devices to perform Sun track-
ing with reduced steps, besides greater mechanical stresses.
A 10° or 30° tracking step strategy requires cheaper sen-
sors and mounting structures and still provides a satisfactory
annual energy harvesting.

The EPVP results are compared with the simulated ones
from Alexandru (2013) (described in Table 1). Table 3 gives
the EPVP energy yield normalized for the 2° tracking step
strategy, while the results from Alexandru (2013) are nor-
malized for a continuous tracker. Somewhat similar findings
are observed even though the analyses took place in very
different locations.

Finally, the overall electric energy produced by the EPVP
among all tracking strategies in all ambient conditions is
presented in Table 4. The clear sky and mostly clear days
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Table 4 Amount of electricity
power according to daily
cloudiness and assiduity

Ambient condition PV energy (%) Days (%)

Clear sky 53.05 78.81 39.13 60.87

Mostly clear 25.76 21.74

Cloudy 13.79 21.19 23.91 39.13

Rainy 7.40 15.22

60.87% (28 days) contributed to 78.81% (159.6 kWh) of
the total energy harvested, while the cloudy and rainy days
summed up to 39.13% (18 days) and resulted in only 21.19%
(42.9 kWh) of the produced PV energy.

5 Conclusions

The impact of the step amplitude in RA one-axis trackers
on photovoltaic generation was experimentally evaluated for
a long period in this paper, where a small energetic differ-
ence was observed for distinct tracking strategies. It was also
observed that decreasing the angular step of the mechani-
cal tracker increases the energy production, but this increase
may not be significant enough when considering that more
accurate and complex sensors and devices are needed.

The tracker power consumption was similar for all strate-
gies and did not affect the liquid PV energy production, even
for the tracking strategy with the higher number of adjust-
ments. Also, 78.8% of the total harvested PV energy was
from the clear sky or mostly clear days (60.9% days), which
indicates that solar tracking loses efficacy in cloudy and rainy
conditions.
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